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THESIS ABSTRACT

TIlE LABOR BRESS COM-HENT

ON STEEL PRICE RISE, 1962

tJILLIAN ARTHUI{ ;l.ARPER

1

General
This paper consists of five preliminary pages and 59 pages of text,
including text of President Kennedy's and George Meany's statements.
Purpose
The purpose of the thesis was to study and analyze the comment by
the labor press regarding the price rise announced by the steel industry in
April, 1962, after negotiations with the steelworkers' union, and the
reaction to this price rise by President Kennedy which resulted in a recision
of the price rise.
Technique
Fifty-one labor press periodicals are received by the University of
Chicago, A. G. Bush Industrial Relations library.

These publications were

studied to determine five categories of reaction,
1)

Space devoted to the above incidents.

2)

Orientation of the articles about the incidents.

3) Use of reinforcing comment.

4) Independent comments made.
5) Recommendations made.
The publications were grouped to show origin of publication as
follows:
Group I

-

Federation or Association

Group II

-

AFt-CIO Building and Construction Department Unions

Group III -

AFL-CIO Industrial Union Department unions.

Group IV -

other AFL-CIO Affiliated unions.

Group V

-

Miscellaneous unions and non-labor organizations.

2

The analysis showed that only two pUblications of five in Group I,
none of six in Group II, eight of 22 in Group III, 13 of 14 in Group IV for
a total of 31 of 51 did not comment.

The most striking aspect of the study

seaned to be that of 42 AH.-CIO publications, only 15 commented with 14 of
these belonging to the Industrial ijnion Department.
Chapter rv analyzed the content 01' all publications.

Siooe there

were so few, 20 of 51, commenting, Chapter V disregarded the original grouping
and analyzed the categories those papers which commented.
38% of

Ttle largest amount of space was devoted by UAW' Solidarity.

the edition studied was spent reporting the incident and Walter lLeutner' s
lengthy letter to the President.

The rest of the publications devoted from

.05% for Textile Labor to 13% for

~ublic

Employee.

It was strange that the

latter devoted so much space since it is published by a union which is not
connected with industry.
Although one publication was neutral in its comment on the price
hike, five publications were neutral towa?d the President's action.

Included

in this latter group was the UAIJ Solidaritl.
The next most interesting category was that of Recommendations.
Seven of the 20 publications commenting made recommendations.
Hecommenda-t',ions made:
1)

Congressional investigations.

2)

Government pump-priming (to revive business so it
could accumulate profits for plant renewal).

3
3)

Use of a Public Review Board to which unions
or management would justify wage/price
increases.

4)

Labor should rely on its own economic
strength

tt~ough

boycott.

The overview of the labor press gained from this study reveals that
the phrase labor movement should be changed to connote an institution that
is far from being unified in its attitudes toward the same subject. Parochial
interests blunt the propensity to be concerned about the topic of prices.
une can conclude that though the labor movement exhibits signs of growing up,
it has not matured until the leaders b:wo a difficult time avoiding the
printed page with their comments or recommendations for courses of action
that will modify or correct some of our institutional deficiencies.

CHAmR I
INTRODUCTI ON
On

April 11, 1962, President

Kenn~

voiced opposition to an

increase in basic steel prioes announced b;r U. S. Steel Corporation the previous day.

Five other steel oompanies also raised prioes at this time. l

As

a result of a vigorous oounter-action b;r the admin1stration,2 these oompanies
rescinded the prioe imrease on April 1.3.

The stock market dropped 9.1 points

in antioipation of an anti-business attitude on the part of the administration,
}1anagement voices throughout the country spoke out against t he President' 8
action but many more approved.
Purpose of the thesis
Theae event a and opinions were reported in detail b;r the daily
newspapers, weekly newsmagazines and radio and television stations.

For

weeks after, the media continued to report subsequent actions and statements
on the incidents.

Not COll'lllonl.y known is the type of coverage by the labor

press.
lPrioe increases were announced by the following companies: Bethlehem
Republic, National, Jones & Laughlin, and Youngstown.
2See CHAPTER II for the historical events surrounding this action •
.3New York Times, April 20, 1962, p. 20.
4New York Times, April 1.3-20, 1962.

1

2

This paper reports on the type and amount of coverage by the labor
press.
ML'I'HODOLOGY

Selection and source
This study was lirdted to the array of

49 periodicals published by

labor federations and national and international unions as cataloged by the
A. G. BllBh Industrial Relations Library of the University of Chicago.

These

periodicals are published by unions whose members practice occupations which
are skilled, technical, craftsmen, while collar, labor and factory type
including bookbinders, textile, rubber aOO automobile assemblers.
addition, two other periodioals were selected.

In

These two are published by

sooial reform movements, The Detroit Catholic Labor Council and the Industrta
Workers of the World, and afford an opportunity to study publications which
present an orientation on labor affairs similar to that of labor unions.
CATEGORIES

Each periodioal was studied to determine
1. amount of space, i f any, devoted to the steel
price rise and recision incidents
2.

the orientation of this content

.3. llB8 of reinforcing oanment

4. independent oOllUf1ent
5. recommendations

3
space

These periodicals are not the same size, nor do they use the same
type of print, nor the same number of columns per page. In order to measure
all the periodicals in the same manner, one must use percentage of space
available instead of lineage as a measure. Each paper was measured to determine the length of one column of print in inches. This figure was multiplied
by the number of columns per page to detemine the total amount of space
available on one page. The total inches of print per page was multiplied b.1
the number of pages in the particular edition to determine the total inches.
The number of inches devoted to the report on these incidents was then divided by the total inches per paper to arrive at a per centage figure.
Orientation
The periodicals reaction or orientation was graded on the following scalel
For/Against the price rise or rollback
Vehemently - Use of exceptional or emphatice phrasing to connote
overwhelming approval

0

r disapproval.

Definitely - Use of less emphatic, yet positive phrasing to connote
approval or disapproval of the act.
Neutral

- A oomment or report which neither approves nor disapproves the act from the viewpiint of economic propriety or necessity.

An article might be for or against one act and neutral toward the
other. It mLT,ht be neutral toward both acts.

By not commenting a periodical

leaves to conjecture what its orientation or reaction might have been.

4
Reinforcing Comment

Beyond printing a report of these incidents, same publications
added emphasis to their orientation by printing articles which explained why
a certain action is to be approved or to be disapproved.

A reinforcing

article was one which discussed the techniques of administered pricing and
points out that such a technique is responsible for inflation.

Conversely,

an article might explain that unions oannot control prices and so governmental aotion is neftded.

This type of an article the;t, indirectly discusses

the steel price incidents and explains or emphasizes the orientation of the
periodicals towards certain of these events.
Indeeendent Comment
Some publications do more than just report the incident and the
statements of individuals participating or commenting on the incident.
Independent comment by the publication belps to determine its reaction.
Relating histDrical events was not construed as independent comment) independent comment must pertain to the central acts.
Recommendations
Beyond commenting independently, a publioation may make some
recommendations of its own.

These rec<mmlendations were spelled out in the

review for each publication and summarized in an appropriate chapter.

CHA.?I'LR II
HISTORICAL BAC KGROUlID

In February, 1962, Secretary of Labor Arthur Goldberg, acting on
behalf of President Kennedy, urged the United Steelworkers Union and a
management bargaining team of the largest steel producers to enter into
immediate early collective bargaining negotiations of their existant agreement
which would end on June 30, 1962.

His argument was that the country's econo.my

would suffer greatly unless purchasers of steel were assured that no strike
would take place at the end of the contract period.

In 1959, prior to a

very long strike, purchasers had stockpiled orders bettin:;s that the strike
would take place.

This above normal ordering followed by a contraction was

costly on the one hand to purchasers and on the other to steel workers
their economic dependents.

Secretary

r~ldberg

and

felt that negotiations would

proceed more quickly were labor to abandon efforts to obtain a rise in wages.
Concomitant with an agreement by labor to abandon wage increases was the
administration's restriction that the steel companies not raise prices.
Thus both sides were requested to negotiate a non-inflationary agreement.
Additional economic background is seen in the many efforts at stopping the
outflow of 30ld.

If prices were raised, foreign companies and American

companies would spend their money in lower cost lnarkets.

The administration's

efforts were directed to economic ends by improvinJ thB collective bargaining
atmosphere.

6

aar17

Negotiations were start-eel in late February and proceeded into

March when after a reces8 both negotiating teams called of! furtner talks ..
secretar,y Goldberg again stepped in and urged l'8stll\ption of talks after a
two-weok rooess.

u. S. Steel

.Both tea.m.s revonvened in late Hareh.

On April 6, 1962,

and Bethlehell1 signed a two-year pact with tbe steelworkers' union.

No wage increase was received by'tile union.

were increased.

However, several fringe benefits

Steelworkers' President David HcDonald stated that this type

of agreement would probably' prevent steel strikes in Ar.t.erioa..
Kennedy' hailed the pact, lUI non-Wlat.ionar.y.

was short-lived.

On. April 10, 1962, U.

s.

F'res1dent

The atmosphere of achievement

Steel board Chaiman Roger

I-f.

Blough

announ:ed a 3i% pr10e increase ($6.00 ton).

In • TV preas conterence 1#he next day', Pres1dellt Ken.ned7 del1vered
a bl.1.nering attack on tbe pr10e iacreue. 1 Addit1onal. coapanjea &rIIlOunc«l

similar pr10e increases. Var10ua govenaent agenci.s went into action. The
nepart.aent

ot Defense

announced it would review altel"lUlte eources at sUPP17.

The JustUse nepart,ment aI'lnoUDCed it iut.ended to seek anti-truat action.
Federal Trade Comm.1asion announced it would investigate.

The

Congressional leaden

also entered the scene b7 announcing they would press for inYeet1gat1on.
On AprU 13 both Inl.arld Steel and Kaiser armour.:ed t.hat they would

not ruse price.. 'l"h1.e break in the ranks va. the final straw and Sethlen.
rescinded ita price increase.

Late in the afternoon of April 1), U.

alao rescinded and tne other companiea .followed suit.

los•• text

in appendix.

s.

Steel

CHAPl'FJ{ III
THE LABOR ?R ;:Sf;
The Format
The format of labor periodicals is not unifonn.

Hany periodicals

are the same as a large newspaper, others the size of a tabloid.

A great

nwnber of periodicals published monthly are in the fonn of magazines.
Publishing Information
Publioation. Periods
The publishing periods of periodicals used for this study a re shown
in column 1 of table 3-1.

Column 2 shows the number and periods listed in the

bi-annual report to the Department of Labor by the unions in the United States.
Table 3-1
Publication Periods of
Labor Press Periodicals
Publication
Period

Periodicals Used
In Study
Column 1

Periodicals listed
IN BLS Bulletin
Column 2

Weekly
Bi-Weekly
Semi-Monthly
Monthly
Bi-Honthly
Quarterly
Annually

6
4~~

19
10
10

35#

134

o

12

2

15

4
o

*Includes Industrial vlorker.

4

#Ine ludes The Wage F.arner.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, 1961.
vlashington, 1961.

7

B.L.S. Bulletin No. 1320A

8
Publishers
The publishers of all periodicals used in this study are shown
in the bibliography.

These publishers have been classified into five groups.

The groups and the publications in each group are:
Group I

-

Federations or Associations of Unions

AFL-CIO News
Federation News
Labor
National Indeeendent Labor Journal
\veekly News Letter
Group II

-

Building and Construction Trades
Department AFL-CIO

The BriCklayers,

~Ia50n

and Plasterer

The Carpenter
The Electrical Workers· Journal
International Operating Engineers
The Laborer
United Association Journal
Group III

-

Industrial Unions Department, AFL-CIO

The Advance
The Advocate
The Butcher Workman
OWA News

Eng;near's Outlook

9

The Guild Reporter
The Hosiery

~lorker

I.U.D. Bulletin
1. U.E. News

The Insurance Worker
International Chemioal I-'lorker
The Hachinist
The Packinghouse Worker
The Public E:mployee
Record
Steel Labor
Tvv'U E'!PresB

The Textile Challenger
The Textile Laborer
U.A.W. Solidaritz
United Rubber

~orker

\'ihite Collar
Group IV -

other AFI-CIO Affiliates Publications

The Air-Line Pilot
of Haintenanee of \'1ay
Employees' Journal

Brotherho~d

International Book Binder
International Musician
International Molders and Allied

Workers' Journal

10
The Journe~an Barber, Hairdresser,
Cosmetolog st and Proprretor
Pattern Hakers' Journal
The Railroad Telegrapher
The Railroad Yardmaster
Service Employee
The

Si~lman'

s Journal

The Train Dispatcher
Trainmen News
The Typographical Journal

Group V - Miscellaneous Publications
Federal :IDiployee
Industrial 'tJorker
United Hine Workers Journal
The Wage Earner

CHAPTF..R IV
CONT ENT ANALYSIS
In this ohapter we will analyze the oontents of all the periodioals
FAch periodical's oontent was examined to

listed by groups in ohapter III.

ascertain whether any material was printed which can be oategorised aooording
to the plan set forth in chapter I.

This oategorization is specifioally in

the analysis for each and is swnmarized in ohapter V.
oontent analysis, there is a

SUII11l.8ry

At the end of this

by groups as regards the publioation

periods and those periodioals whioh commented in eaoh group_

A.

Content Analysis of Group I Periodicals
AFt-CIO News l
Ii

10% of the periodical was devoted to reporting the incidents.

This

treatment oamnenoed on page 1 with a two-line headline quoting from Heany's
statement.

I~o

oartoons were used to add spaoe to the oontent.

On page five

were the entire texts of statements by ?resident Kennedy and Hr. Heany.
smaller articles oompleted the ooverage.

Two

One artiole was a report on a book

written by Dr. Gardiner C. Means about the influence of administered prioing
in the inflation of the 1950's.

The other artiole reported a oomment by

Senator Goldwater to the effect that the prioe inorease was reasonable.
1 Af'L-CIO News, April

14,

1962, p.p. 1,
11

5.

12
By quoting from the President's statement with such phrases as

Ifwholly unjustifiable," flutter contempt,lt this paper denoted it was
vehemently against the price rise.

But, regarding the recision, it utilized

Mr. Meany's statement which did not comment on the President' B action.
Instead. this statement called for investigations to place the

11

spotlight of

public attention. • • .on all details of the corporate abuse of economic
right. It

By not speaking for or against the recision but recommending another

method of action, the paper was neutral toward the recision.
The use of the report on Dr. Means' book: had the effect of
up the statement by Mr. Meany.

~king

The paper thus explains in another person's

words that the price rise was an administered price, therefore inflationary.
The main article in the first few paragraphs featured several
quotations from Mr. Meany's statement on page,.

This article by the

top spokesman of the federation which publishes the paper provides the
independent comment by the paper.
The Meany statement contained a recommendation for investigations.

13
Federation News 3
Only 1,(,
incident.

6.5 inches of 600, were used to report the steel price

This small article, captioned, "MeallY': Price Hike in Steel Is

Abuse of Economic Power," used its entire length to quote from the Meany
statement.
No independent cOJlllllent was made.

We can grade this article only

on the indicators chosen from the quoted statement.

These phrases, "flagrant

abuse of vast economic power," and "direct affront to the federal go'Verment,"
indicate that the paper was vehemently against the increase and neutral in
opinion of the President's action.
No reinforcing aomment was used nor were recommendations made.

3Federation News, April 1.4, 1962

Labor4
Two articles, a lengtny events article and an editorial covered

37 of 670 inches, about 5% of the peper.

The events article, by.. lined by

Mr. Hichael Marsh, was introduced by a two-inch half-page banner headline
on page one,

This headline, "Steel Retreat Halts Inflationary Spiral,1I

was buttressed by a sub-banner, "Gigantic Corporations Yield Under Hot Fire."
Many quotations were taken from Kennedy's alXl i"leany' 8 statements.

The independent oomment oame in the second half of the article.
A question was asked, IIWhy did the steel industry's usual monolithic pattern
in imposing higher prices break down this time?

• • • The 1958 price increase

stuck because Eisenhower did not use President Kennedy's strong '.moral
suasion' this time. 1t

:Further explanation claimed that 1) "the public is now

widely aware that American steel faces foreign oompetition,1t and 2} Itby
angering Kennedy and Congress the steel barons threatened to jeopardize two
highly profitable tax proposals. tt
The article actually used two quotations one from Senator Gore
about the pressure of foreign oompetition forcing a price increase and one
from Senator Kerr about the gain to be

-

reali~ed

from the investment credit

and depreciation deductions to support these explanations.
No recommendations were made.

4Labor,

April

14,

1962.

No reinforcing comment was used.

1,
National Independent Labor Journal'
A little more than 1%, 19 of 1500 inches, reported on the steel
pact.

!\!othing was reported on the price hike or the President's action in

this or the next issue.
B.

Content Analysis of Group II Periodicals

The six periodicals in tllis,"roup did not devote any space to
repO,rting, commenting, or

editoriali.inr~

on the steel price rise and

recision incidents in any 1962 issues.
C.

Content Analysis of Group III Periodicals
The Advance6

A little less than 2% of 880" (16 ft ) were used in printing a direct
events article and an indirect article.

The former emphasi,ed that the
'"'

recision of steel prices would not stop promised investigations.

Quotations

from Senator Kefauver and Representative Celler, chairmen, respective4r, of
Senate and House Anti-Trust investigating sub-committees were used to explain
rAasons for the promised investigations.
A quotation from Mr. McDonald calUng the recision Ita healthy thingn
and from President Kennedy tenning the steel pact "non-inflationary'l closed the

article.
A second indirect article reported that a federal grand jury had
indicted U.

s.

Steel

and BethlehElll for violating Anti-trust laws by

conspiring to fix 9rices in sales of castings to Amy, Navy and electrio al
firm purchasers.

No independent comment.

, National Independent Labor Journal, April, 1962.
6 The Advance, May 1, 1962
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The articles used -words such as, "sudden retreat,1I "Incensed
President," and Ituproar of public criticism, It to show that it was vehemently
against the price rise and definitely for the President's action.
The Advocate
No space devoted to the steel price rise and recision incidents
in

~

1962 issues.

.

The Butcher Horkman
No space devoted to the steel price riBe and recision in

~

1962

issues.
CW! Newa 7
On the last page of eight and covering 78" of 620, about 11%, one
very large cartoon and one direct events article related the steel price
events.

The cartoon showing about eight large hogs breaking down a fence and

rushing in to devour a stand of corn was captioned, "strictly Competitive."
The fence was labeled "anti-inflations efforts," the hogs bore names of the
steel companies who had raised prices, and the stand of corn was identified
as "U.S. Economic stability."
and was drawn by Herblock.

It was first printed in the Washington Post

This cartoon then is reinforcing comment.

independent oomment was made.

No

17
The article quoted from President Kennedy's atatement by using
such phrases as, "irresponsible defiance, II "ruthless disregard, It and Ilutter
contempt. It
people.

It represented the President's mood as the mood of the American

After telling of the events which followed the President·s press

conference, it returned to relate the entire series of events from the appeal
by' Secretary of Labor Goldberg through to the final pact.

It explains the

increase as being motivated IIby an urge for even greater profits (since) last
year the steel industry had a gain in man-hour productivity of about five
per cent, (while) the new labor PaCt was estimated to cost about
more beginning Juq 1."

2.5 per cent

The article was vehementq against the price increase

and definiteq for the President's action.
Engineer's Outlook
No space devoted to the steel price rise and recision incidents
in any 1962 issues.

The Guild Reporter
No space devoted to the steel price rise and recision incidents
in a~ 1962 issues.

The Hosiery Worker8
Approxilnately 8% of this paper, 47 inches of 600, were used to

Brhe Hosiery Worker, April, 1962.
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report the steel price hike.
one printed in The Advance.

The direct events article used was the same
This article emphasized that investigations into

the technique of priCing steel would continue.
reported in the article in this paper.

But additional events were

The additional paragraphs retold the

stoI7 of the initial plea by" the administration, the pact and the actions of
public arancies.

Terminology' used to show orientation on price hike

'twholl;r unjustifiable,1t and "irresponsible defiance. 11
was termed a "tremendous personal victory."

WAS,

The President's action

Thus, the paper in playing up the

lIinvestigations" and in reporting the action of the President as a personal
viotory was neutral toward the Presiderrt. 1 s action.

No independent comment

or recommendations were made.
A second indirect article discussed Mr. David Cushman Coyle's book

about the present formation of the large oompanies of the steel industry.
The article concluded that the :im.pact of the present hike could lend to the
breakup of U. S. Steel..

This artiole was a reinforcing comment.

.

International Chemical Worker
No space devoted to the steel price rise and recision incidents
in any 1962 is sues.
IUD Bulletin9
This publication devoted 27ft of its

911.JD Bulletin, May, 1962.

45611 I

or about 6% of this issue

19
to the steel price rise and recision incidents.
to report the story.

Only one article was used

This article had four elements; orientation. inde-

pendent comment, reinforcement, and a recommendation.

The orientation,

definitely for the President's action was shown in the caption -,t(AFL-CIO Executive) Council Promises
Kennedy' strong SteM on Steel'·
The publication was definitely against the price rise since it
devoted more than half of the article to reinforcing comments.

These

comments discussed the recent profits of several steel companies and the
grand jury indictments for price-fixings.

Independent Comment and recom-

mendations were contained in the paragraphs which reported Reuther's
proposal for an Administered Price Board.

IUE News lO
All three articles and cartoons were direct and took up 80 11 of

960 (8%).

The lead article quoting from two telegrams of union president

Hr. J. B. Carey, was independent comment and used such phrases as "outrage,
at the irresponsible, avaricl.:>us and unpatriotic a::tion. II

Carey in his

second telegram aprroved the President's action stating, "But for your firm
and principled leadership. • • ."
The editorial page reworded these telegrams and added two new

pOints, 1) that enemies of this nation could say that the very rio:h run

lOIUE News, April 19, 1962.
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this country, and 2) that administered prices were used hy industry leaders
althou~h

they demanded free oompetition.
A by-linea article related the events of the incident and portrayed

the President as a fighting Irishman.

This leader thus could mean that the

nation could hope for good things in the years ahead.

The flag cartoon was

used on this page, and can be considered reinforcing comment.
This paper was vehemently against the price rise and for the
President.
It made little use of remarks from other sources.

Only the cartoon

and a three-line sentence from the President's statement were used.
The

Insurance Worker

No space was devoted to the steel price rise and recision incidents
by this publication in any of its 1962 issues.
The

Machinist ll

A two-column speech, a one-half page cartoon and a full-length

column on the front page, totaling about 60" of 900 (9%) were used to report
the steel price rise incident.

The front page column was an unusual treatment.

It consisted of five quotations concerning the price ioorease and one quotation
about the damage to industrial relations done by the price increase.

Two

of

the five price increase quotations, one by Mr. Blough the other by Senator
Goldwater, approved the ioorease.

The other three quotations spoke against

IlThe Machinist, April 19, 1962.
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the increase.

Hr. HcDonald and Hr. Heany explained that the increase was

unnecessary and not caused by the recent pact.

Secretary of Commerce Hodges

called the increase a tragic mistake and felt it

'WaS

caused by a handful of

men and did Bdisservioe to the country and to the business community as a
whole."
The final quotation vas from the \-Jashington Post which stated that
the action had "weakened, if not destroyed, what seamed a promising approach
to the achievement of stable prices

--

the Voluntary restraint on the part

of business and labor in wage bargaining."
The back page contained the entire statF3Jl1ent by President Kennedy
and was captione, "The Quote of the Week
was the two-flag cartoon.

--

BIG STEAL."

The finaloomment

No independent oomment was made.
The ?ackinghouse Worker

No space was devoted by this publication in ~ of its 1962 issues
to the steel price rise and recision incidents.
The Public Umployee12

13% of eight pages, 84 inches of 620, were used to report the steel
price incident.

Two artioles, both direct events type, were used.

The lead

article started on page one, column one, and was continued on pages 2 and S.
All events from the February move by the administration through the recision
and the repeat of pledges to investigate were oontained in the article.

121he Public Employee, April 20, 1962.

It
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used some quotations from the President' B statoment but. j,lainly used its own
phrasine to relate parts of the statffi1ent.
A different approach was
President.

~8ed

in relating the pressure by the

It conpared the 72 hours from April 11 to April 13 to a poker game.
liThe Chief Executive, armed with a full house,
three Federal agencies and a pair of Congressional
Anti-trust sub-committeea, stood toe-to-toe with
'Big Steel' for three tense days.
under the pressure.

Steel buokled

It was a major Victory for

the administration and for eve'r'J 'WOrking man and
woman in the nation."
It quoted from an interview its reporter conducted with Hr. McDonald.
Bp using phrases as, IIwholly unjustifiable," and "irresponsible

defiance,1t it vehemently disapproved the price imrease.
An editorial repeated the main article and added some historical
notes.

The latter notes concerned the Carnegie strike in 1892, "Veto" Ike

and t he price rise in 1958.
It deplored that the steel industry could not assume social
responsibility, but felt that "little, but honest, fims as Inland Steel• • • •
and BethlehEm Steel," held U.

s.

Steel, et al in line.

The large flag

cartoon vas printed on the editorial page without any caption.

Thus,

independent and reinforcing comment were included in this article.
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A little over 10% of this paper, 101 of 900 inches, covered the
steel price incident.

Only three articles and two cartoons were utilized.

Two articles were on page three.

One was an events article with the usual

quotations from the President's statement limited to two phrases near the end.
The second article on this page reported on a study made by
Mr. David Oushman Coyle for the Political Action Institute in 1961.
study' "recounts the monopolistic practices of the (steel) industry. II

This
A

cartoon portrayed a man, "Steel," throv1ng a cover over a bird cage in which
a parrot, "Price Rise," said, "Well, that was a hell of a short day."

This

seems to be one of the least biased remarks, made by an.y paper.
The main aaphasis on the incident cae from the president of this
union, Mr. Max Greenberg.
took entire page 9.

He wrote an editorial which with the flag cartoon

It started with, liThe public be damned," and continued

to express the theme that business will make the profits its choice 11' forced
to make decisions between the nation's welfare or profits.

It supported this

conclusion with re!erenoes to pyramiding of profits on missile projects, to
rigged prices of electrical goods sales to the government, etc.

The final

paragraph definitely approved the President·s action by using such language
as, "wrath of America's leading industry," "fighting for better standard of
living."

The editorial did recommend that,

H••••

the labor movement must

always count upon its own strength, rather than that of the government, in
winning its struggle at t he collective bargaining table. It

steel Laborlh
••
Of 992" about

,%,

,8 rt , were deTotec.t to this incident. A length7

event. article on :>ag4 one vas introduced with the sub-caption, "New
Account. of Hectic Eplsode stlll Make Good Reading,"

This article used about.

half ot ita length to <Illata from the President's atateaent.

were,

Phrases uad

"profoundly shocked," "double-cro81e<i-deUberately," "irresponsible

defiance. It
by Block

The article wu continued on page two and quoted from statements

ot Inland Steel aM the New York '.t1Jaea.
MON sp80e val d.evoted on page

15 ot 16. Tbis

OClllUllent

wu

a

oartoon showing a laborer looldng at a pile ot rubble from a hole in a large
vall and vas captioned, Hoot a Quick Hebuild1ng Jobl"
Tbe Southern California Teauter.

It

was repr1nted from

Tbe final article was a report. of a

resolution of tbe Aeel union which offered heartfelt compl1lllents to President
Kennedy for bis wiM and dynamio leadership.

'I'he paper vaa 'Yehemently against the pr1ee ris. and tor the

P:res1dent, t a action.

It muat be noted that this p.aper publ.ished by the

St.eelvorkers' union which _s invob-ed 1n pact negotiations 1mmediatelT
before the price rise did NOT use !![ statements from its ohief Negotiator,

Mr. David. McDonald, and by not doing ao did not make

arrr

lndependent ccament.

Tb.ree articles were utlUzed to express tile cOIIUIlerlta

l4stee1 Labor, Ma)r, 1962.

15r~'U ~:re88, May, l.962.

ot th1a paper
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on the steel negotiations and price-rise incident.

These articles took up

2%, 26 lines of 1)00, and were, one direct events article, one small indirect
historical article, and a small article listing certain parts of the steel
pact.

A small picture of President Kennedy, SlIliling, was captioned,

the Giant Killer," and completed the coverage.
main article set the orientation.

"Jack

The first paragraph of the

It was introduced. by the caption, "Big

Steel Bows to JFK \vrathlt and concluded that the "unjustified price increase
of the eteel industry ended in total and ignominiOUS defeat • • • • "

The

rest of the article" though, tears apart the "wages-prices-productivit:y"
formula on which the President based his remarks that the final steel pact
without a wage raise and with only a ~ increase in fringe benefits was
non-inflationary.

This article continued that the President had not taken

into consideration the profit margin of an industry, nor the impossibility
of measuring the productivity of a service industry, including transit
industry.

It oontinued with the explanation that most investment in industry

is for automation machinery which displaces workers.

.Ai'ter this machinery

is written off through depreciation, "profit margins soar and coets per unit
of production drop considerab17. It

Continuing the explanation, the article

stated that "the twelve top steel corporations could make a case for an
increase in prices simply because they are investing huge sums to replace
antiquated mills and plant."

The article concluded with the recommendation

that money for these new plants come from. larger turnover (of money), and
that the way was now clear for government to stimUlate growth in all fields.
This last explanation did not specifically call for government projects or
all7 other means to stimulate turnover.
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A SIIlall indirect article recalled that steel industry-union
negotiations during the years since World War II the workers had gotten
increases totaling $2.12 an hour and that the producers had raised the price
of a ton of steel about $60.00. The orientation of these articles was bordering
between vehementQ" or definitely against the price increase, and also shaded
in relation to the President's action.

The article quarreled with the basis

of the President's plea to the negotiators in the first event (probably with
the advantage of four months of hindsight).

Its final recommemations seemed

to be 1m.plied instead of being specific.
The Textile Cballenger
No space was devoted by this publication in any of its 1962 issues
to the steel price rise and recision incidents.
Textile Labor1.6
Ol'lly three inches of a possible 6200 were devoted to the steel
price incident by this paper which is published in the form of the American
Weelgl_gazine.

The lineage was concentrated in one article which was

datelined Pittsburgh.

It was a report that the Pennsylvania AFt-CIO convention

had sent a telegram. with "unanimous approval" to President Kennedy supporting

his staid against the new rescinded increase.

A quotation taken from the

speecb by McDonald to the effect that "the recent labor-management agreements cannot be in any sense considered inflationary since they do not go

into effect until July 1, II completed the article and coverage of the incident.
16Textile Labor, May, 1962
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UAW S0l1daritZ17

0nl1 one page of eight was not devoted to the steel price incident.
Pictures of President Kennedy's press coni'erence were used to cover about 102".
other pictures of the President and Mr. v/alter Reuther at the UAW convention
and cartoons cOTered another 100".

Over 250" were devoted to a letter by

Mr. Reuther to the President in which he proposed a public review board to

air wage or price increase proposals.
of the two men together were used.

This sefDS to be the reason why pictures

Page one consisted of captions that were

later used to introduce specific articles inside the paper.
index of contents.

It was a simple

These captions used such phrases as, 'tbig steal," "JFK

Rips Price Hike,n "Steel Recants. 1t A corner of page one consisted of two
quotations, one from President Kennedy's statement, the other .fran Mr. Blough's
statement.

The rest of the front page

11&8

composed of tllO large pictures,

the President as he gestured while talking, and Mr. Blough scowling.
"Four Fantastic Dayslt introduced an events article using one half
of page three, termed a calendar of events starting with April 6 and ending
with April 13.

(This seems to be more than four days.'

The other halt of the

page was devoted to the President's statement.
Page .four consisted of the rest of the President's statement.

But,

it followed this article immediateq with ten questions asked by the press
and the President' 8 answers.

These questions concerned possible actions

to control prices, reactions by union, and reprisal possibilities by the

11uAW Solidarity, April, 1962.
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government agencies, i.e., dropping revision of tax depreciation schedules.
The remaining three and one-half pages were devoted to the entire letter
from Reuther to the President.

It was congratulato1'7 and

definite~

for the

President's action, containing the statement -It! am confident, Hr. President, that you bave

the full support of the American people behind
your efforts to defend this nation against the
sneak attack on price stability -- the economic
Pearl Harbor -- perpetrated by the United
states Steel Corporation. It
The next paragraph presented the position that sets this paper as
being vehemently against the price increase.

nu.

S. Steel's action, shocking though it was,

is in our opinion • • • • n
This paper presented the longest coverage and did not utilize
statements from other quarters.

It concentrated solely on the President's

reaction, and on Reuther's proposals.

The final page printed the entire

resolution calling for a public review board about which Mr. Reuther wrote
in his letter.

There were two items used here but not in other papers; the

questions and answers of the press oonference, and the proposal for public
review of wage or prioe increases of the UA\:J discussed in Reuther's letter.
The paper was vehemently against the price rise and vehemently for the
President's action.
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United Rubber\vorker18
A little less than
steel price incident.

5%, 53

of 1100 inches, was used to cover the

The coverage consisted of an original cartoon on

page one spread the width of the page and above the masthead, two direct
events articles on page 12 (of 16), and a small two-line quote from Bob Hope
on page

15.
The page one cartoon was a baseball game showing the President

driving the ball back at the pitcher (Blough) with l"icDonald as the batting
team's manager.

The scoreboard carried the

"ad,"

If

The frice is Right Now. 1t

Page 12 articles were, 1) a news article reporting events, and 2)
exceppts from four other newspapers' comments on the incident.

The events

article was the same one used by steel Union with some paragraphs deleted.
Using such quotations as, "profoundly shocked," and "wholly unjustifiable and
irresponsible defiance of the public interest, It the article set the orientation
as being vehemently against the price hike and neutral toward the President' 8
action.
The selections from four newspapers confinns this conclusion.

The quotations all centered on the President' s criticism of the steel price
increase:
Akron Beacon Journal:

"Fresident Kennedy• • • •

had been snubbed • • • • "
Chicago's American: "Rarely had as much justification for anger. 1t

1Bunited Rubber \iorker, May, 1962.
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-2::

"...

.ohose the right.

words to denounce the increase. • • • It
:hilade'lpbia

J3uUet~n:

" . . . .It could not

h.ave eome at a 'WOrse tia'l.e to emLaraBa the
}~~

administration. • •• n

Tile Bob Hope quote wu in a column reporting eveats here

1m therea

"Ttle steel Industry finally foWld out wtlo

No recammendatioflS or independent comnent was 1Uade outside of the
portrqal that th.e ?resident was batting tor the steelworkers 1 union..

.

White ColJ.arl.9
About 2% of 310 incheB, solely in an editorial, vu devoted to the

The gist of the editorial vu that -

steel price hike.

... • • .Tb8 representatives

or

U. 3. Steel {failed}

to di1' fer wi to. President Kennedy during the
negotiationa when he repeatec11,y stated that the

settlellent. 8¥'entuaUy agreed t.o was non-inflationar,y.'"
The subaequent prioe rise thua was unethical.

The paper

Preoident 18 action.
D.

11&8

neutral regarding both the price ria. and t..be

No reDODReDdat1ona.

Content Ana1,ys1a of Group IV Periodicals

Tbe onlT periodical in this group vh1cb cCllUJlellted in

19white CoUar, May, 1962

arrr of it.
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1962 issues on the steel price rise and recision incidents was Trainmen News.
Trainmen News 20
Two articles were printed in this paper about the steel price-rise
incident.

Four per cent (21.5" of 62G B ) were taken up by these articles.

One

article was an events article mentioning only two events, viz., the price
imrease and the reaction by President Kennedy.

(~uotation6

frOlTl the President'

statement supplied, the subject matter of the article and centered around the
sections containing the phrases, "ruthless disregard," "tiny handful of steel
executives,1t "utter oontempt," and "no justification. 1I
completed the article and were:

Two quotations

"the steelworkers' Union can be proud," and

the answer by the steel companies to the question, "what each can do for his
I

country• • • • we had their answer."
titled "Greedy Steel."

The second article was an editorial

It emphasized the same as the above article, that

the union observed their responsibilities to the nation, but that the steel
industry insisted that profits oome first.

New adjectives used were

"despicable action," "steel lords," "grave crises," "speedy attack,"
"avaricious steel barons, II "greedy steel barons, 'f and many more.
Artioles in this paper were vehemently for the President's action
and vehemently against the price rise.

E. Content Analysis of Group V P.~iodicals
Federal

Emplo~

No space was devoted. by this publication in any of its 1962 issues
to the steel prioe rise and reciRion incidents.
20Trainmen New, April 16, 1962.
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Industrial Worker2l
A little less than

4%, 20 of 574 inches, were used in a column

Matilda Robbins to co.mment on the steel price increase.

by

The column spoke

on two subjectsJ the missile contract payment scandal, and the steel price
rise incident, under the sane caption, "Big Time Thieves Caught, But Is
Anybody Shocked?"

rather sarcastic

This was a direct events article but the terminology was
--

"Downright disobedient

u. s.

Steel was to President

Kenned7. • • ."
"What i! the steelworkers should reconsider the
brilliant strategy of their president (McDonald)?"
Adjectives described the President as "fur1ousl1 angr,y," and the price hike,
in the President's words, as "irresponsible." The article claimed that the
announcement by McNamara that contractors n • • • • should procure steel from
companies that had not increased the cost, tI actuall1 caused the break in ranks.
The recommendation vas that Labor use the same type of economic
pressure instead of political sanctions.

It also mentioned Gore's proposal

for an 8o-day cooling-off perlod to halt general price increases.

The paper

was vehementl1 against the price hike and definitel1 for the President's
action.
The United Mine Horkers' Journal22
No space was devoted by this publication in any of its 1962 issues
to the steel price rise and recision incidents.
2lIndustrlal Worker, April 30, 1962.
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The Wage Earner22
Forty-seven of 580 inches, 8%, were devoted to
article by Rev. U. J. Smith,

s.

J.,

<3

direct events

about the steel price hike incident.

orientation of the article was contained in the following thoughts.

The

The

price hike was a showdown by " • • • •business magnates' opposition to aqy kind
of government participation or co-operation in
collective bargaining and industrial relations,
(but who) still have a nostalgic hangover for
that type of economic life • • • • no different
fram • • • • a football game conducted on an open
field without guideline markings, goal posts or
rule books • • ••

One does not have to be an

vxpert in economics • • • • to recognize the
fact that it is too late to 'do what we did
yesterday' in any area of major importance of
our national life."

" • • • • a fighting YOUllg

Irish President won one of the most significant
victories that this nation has ever witnessed."
No recommendations vere made.

2~he Wage Earner, April, 1962
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TABLE

4-1

SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS CCl-iMENTING
BY GROUPS

Publications
Group

In Group

CODIDlenting

Not Commentins

I

5

3

2

II

6

0

6

III

22

14

8

IV

14

1

13

V

4

2

2

Total

51

20

31

Analysis:
Groups II, III, AND TV are composed of unions
affiliated with the AFL-CIO.

52% of these

unions belong to the Industrial Union Department and

63% of these commentedJ 48% do not

belong to the IUD and 5%, actually only one,
oommented.
Approximately

40% of the publications studied

devoted space to these incidents.
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Table

4-2

SUIIJIIUlrY of Publications COIIIIlenting or t:ot CODIllenting

Group and PubUcation Period

Group

4

I

1

II

III

IV

2

1

o

1

2

C· COIIIIlenting
~na;r5is

of Table

Monthly

1

o

v
Total

1

o

o

1

4

2

o

6

o

6

10

7

1,

8

o

9

1

1.3

2

2

20

31

1

1

1

1

2

2

11

24

xc-

o

o

4

4

Not Commenting

4-2

-

Outside of the It'D orgatll.zations, only The Hage Earner,
a DOn-union, labor oriented publication made oomment.

-

All 111 Group IV and no cOIUlent.

CHAPl'l:';.tt

v

CATEGORY ANALrSIS
Since many of the publications did not devote any space to
reporting the steel p:1.ce rise incidents, analysis of categories will be
made without regard to groups of publications or publication periods.
Table 5-1
Summary of Space Used !>l Publication
Publication
%Space
UAly Solidarity
Publio Huployee
CWl News
AFL-CIO News
Record
Machinist
Hosiery Worker
IUE News
Wage F~rner
IUD Bulletin
Labor
steel Labor
United Rubber
Industrial Worker
Trainmen News
Advance
TWO Express
"lhits Collar
Federation News
Textile News

,36

88%

13
11
10
10
9

8

8
8
6

5

5

5

4
4
2

2
2
1

.05
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Analysis of Table

5-1

An interestlng feature must be noted about this summary.

It is

strange that the union which refrained from seeking a wage increase should
not utilize more space to
increase prices.

dec~

the breaking of an apparent pledge not to

In fact, a publication, Public Employee, which represents

a union that does not bargain with manufacturing industry actually devoted
more space to reporting these incidents.

Even the periodical of a non-union

organization, the Wage Earner, utilized more space.

)8

Orientation
Table 5-2
Orientation of Comment
by" Publication
Action

Vehemen£1i
For

Orientation
DefinitelY'
For

Steel Price
Rise

White
"ollar

Total

0

0

0

0

IUE News

Advance

Public
E5iiE'I°zee

CWA News

President's
Action

Neutral

Trainmen
Rewa

-W¥e

Hosi!!L
WorlCer

Definitely VehementlY
Against
Against
IUD Bulletn All other
pul)l1cations
Textile
commenting
LabOr

1

2

17

0

0

AFL-CIO

-News

!,'ed.eration

-News
T".4U

IUD

~let1n

Earner

Expres8

Industrial
Worker

United
RUDDer
\1orKer

Labor

White
Co'Ilar

Machinist
Record
steel Labor
Textile
Labor
UAW

Solldarltl
Total

4

II
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Anallsis of Table 5-2
Two unusual aspects oan be noted:

1)

The publioation using the highest amount of space did not

vehemently approve the President's action.

The recommendation of this paper,

a publio review board, is spelled out in great detail both in Reuther's letter
and again on the final page of the paper.
mendation with a great amount of space.

This paper supported its recom.Such treatment tends to withdraw

SODle emphasis from any mesne presentations supporting the President that
might have been presented by other articles in the publication.
2)
vehemently.

The leading federation did not support the President's action

The statement by its president, Mr. Meany, goes into great

length commenting on the economic issues behind the incident.

Although the

President used the same technique to justify his actions, Meany emphasi,ed
more an investigation technique less commonly perfonaed by the Executive
branch.

The snount of space devoted to explaining this recommendation, as

in the UAW Solidarity treatment, withdraws support from any extireme support
of the President.
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Independent Comment
Table

5-3

is constructed to compare independent comment, space

devoted to the story and orientation.
Table ,-3
Summary of Independent Comment Made, Space Used, and Orientation
Orientation
Independent
Publication
Action
Raise
Comment
SEace
Yes
UArl Solidaritz
88% Vehemently Against Definitely For
Public Emplolee

13%

It

It

Vehemently For

Yes

crdA News

11%

It

It

Definitely For

No

AFL-CIO News

10%

II

It

Neutral

Yes

Record

10%

II

"

Definitely For

Yes

Machinist

9%

II

It

"

"

No

Hosie!'Z Worker

8%
8%
8%
6%
5%

It

"

It

"

No

IUE News
Earner

Wa~e

run

Bulletin

j..,abor

"
"

..

It

Vehemently For
n

"

Yea
Yea

Definitely Against

Definitely For

Yes

Vehemently Against

Definitely For

Yes

Trainmen News

5%
5%
4%
4%

Advance

2%

lt1h1te Collar

2%

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

TWU Express

2%

Vehemently Against

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

No

Definitely For

No

Steel Labor
United Rubber
Industrial Worker

Federation News
Textile Labor

1%
.05%

No

II

II

"

"

Neutral

No

It

"

Definitely For

Yes

It

II

Vehemently For

Yes

If

It

Definitely For

No

It

11

Definitely Against

It

It
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Analysis of Table

5-3

Comparison of Independent ::;omrnent and
1)

~eace

a)

-I

Used

i i

The lack of independent comment in
periodicals which

Uf\ed

less than 5:1,

of space available can be noted as
the main reason that these periodicals
fall near the lower end of the table.
2)

Orientation
a)

The publications which vehemently
supported the President made independent
comment:

but only five of 11 which only

definitel1 supported the President made
independent comment.
b)

Three of the five publications which were
neutral toward the President's action went
to the trouble of making independent comment.

Heinforcigg

42

Cotnnl~

Table 5-4
Sunmary of reinforcing comment, independent cOfllIaent,
orientation and space used
,

.

r:ineii£atron
,

?reeId8rit's
Ind.
?ublio at ion Space
Price ltise
J...otion
Comment
UJ..:{ ;;oUdar1t.l
88~ Vehem.ent17 Against De!1nitely for
Yes
Publip l1n.pl&~

13%

It

CWA Neva

U%

It

AFr-GIO New1s

10%

Reoord

10%

..

Re1nt".

COIIIl'l.cnt
Yes

Veheraently for

Yee

Yea

II

Definitely For

No

Yea

"

"

Neutral

Yea

Y••

"
"
"

"

Definite17 For

Yes

Iu

No

lee

..

..

Machinist

9%

Hosl!!'l Worker

B%

Itm Nea

8%

W!i! Earner

8%

IUD Bulletin

6%

De!inite4' Against Definitely For

Labor,

5%
5%
5%

Vebeunt17 Against.

It

tt

Neutral

No

lee

It

N

Venementq For

Ye.

Y..

It

"

Yee

No

Yea

Yea

Yea

No

No

Yes

tt

It

•

..
f.

n

It

It

tt

Neutral

Yea

Yes

Industrial 1tiorker 4.~
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Ana~sis

of Table

5-4

Comparison of Reinforcing Comment and
1)

Independent Comment
a)

Only five publications of the

14

which used

Reinforcing Comment did not make an Independent
Comment.
b)

Only'two of the 20 did not use either Reinforcing
or Independent Comment.

These two devoted the

least per cent of space to the incidents.
2)

Orientation
a)

Two of six publications neutral to the President I s
action did not use Reinforcing Comment.

b)

Only one of 10 definitely for the President's
action did not use Reinforcing Comment.

c)

Two of four vehemently for the President· s
aotion did not use Reinforcing Comment.

The above oomparisons display so much variety that one oan safely
assume that the labor press does refleot paroohial opinions.

Instead of a

powerful, unified voice, many shadings are plaoed on the subject incidents.

Recommendation
Table ;-; shows only the publications which made recommendations
and the types of recommendation.
Table

5-5

Recommendation made
by publication
Publication
UAW Solidarity

Recommendaticn
Public Review Board for wage
and/or price increase.

AFL-CIO News

Congressional investigations.

Record

Labor movement's economic and
political strength.

Hosiery Worker

Congressional investigations.

Steel Labor

Congressional investigations.

Industrial
Worbr

F£onamic boycott.

TrW E!Press

Government pump-priming.

"
!

I

II
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Analysis of Table

5-5

The control of price making through market mechanisms is seen in
the recommendations which do not recommend Congressional investigations.

The

recommendation that Congressional committees investigate price making was
in all cases coupled with the direct statement that administered pricing was
used in place of the law of supply and demand forces of the market.

Only

one publication The Hoaierz Worker intimated that price fixing should be
investigated also.
The recommendation by the Industrial Worker was not made in an
editorial.

The masthead of the publication oategorically refutes any position

unless labeled as official.
I
:

II

The four publications whioh supported the President vehemently did
not make any reoODUllendation.
i

C1IAPI'ER VIII

SUMMARY

II:
Space
!10re than half of the publications which were studied did not use
any lineage reporting the steel price hike and recision incidents.

In every

group according to publishers there were some publications that did and some
that did not comment.
Significance may be seen in the lack of comments bY' unions which
belong to the Building and Construction Trades Department of the AFL-CIO.
Whether this lack of comment is due to the publishing period, l'IlOnthly, or
the area concerned of the building industry is not knowa.
Orientation
None of the pUblications approved the price rise nor disapproved

the President's action. There was a range of disapproval of the rise and
approval of the reaction.
Independent Comment
Use of press releases or editing wire stories without adding
independent comment may suit an editor for any number of reasons.
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Use of comment in this situation really was not needed since the
statement by the President covered many aspects.

If the publication dis-

approved or was neutral to the incident, it would seem likely that it would
state its reasons and make recommendations.

This seems to be the case.

Reinforcing Comment

I
I

Reinforcing oomment consisted of explanation of administered
pricing, histor,r of steel mergers, and statistics about profits, plant
e'lUipment purchases.

Three papers also spoke about the 1958 steel price

increase.
Recoaaendation
Recommendations for Congressional investigations or a Publio
Review Board are aimed at bringing the facts out into the view of the

vie oannot assume that those who advocatedCCongressional

general public.

investigations of industry pricing policies would also recommend the same
spotlight for wage increases.
recanlllendation.

However, this aspect is part of the UAW

Another point should be considered.

A

Congressional in-

vestigation ma1 promote legislative action unfavorable to the party being
investigated.

The use of a Publio Review Board does not contain this

imminent threat.
Publication Periods
The impae'b of the steel price hike as a news item. is re.tleoted by
the fact that many monthly publications failed to seize upon the opportunity

48
to climb on the bandwagon and embarrass management forces even though they
had ample time to prepare judicious or sensational copy.
Publication Groups
Groups II and IV publications produced very little comment.
is perhaps the most striking feature of this study.
contain

15

of the

24

month~

This

These two groups

pUblications which did not comment.
C;ONCLUSIONS

A variety of coverage has

b~en

disclosed by this study.

The labor

press is by no means unified in its recommendations, type of support or
amouht of space devoted.

This latter aspect, together with the fact that

almost 60% of the press studied failed to comment at all, definitely indicates
that the 14abor movement has become static, i.e., without a variety of
interests.

Labor groups still choose their own particular technique of action.
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APpnmu A

TEXT OJ' i)RESlDIlfl' Kl:J.'lNElJI·!:. STATEMLNT

ON THE STFE.L PRICE INCREASEl

Simultaneous and identical actions of Unit.ed statea Steel aDd other
leading ateel corporations increasing steel pr1ee. by soae $6 a ton ooneti-

tut.. a wbollT unjun1ttable and 1.r'reaJx)Judble defiance of tne publ1c 1Dtereat.
In thia aerious hour 111 our nation'. b1atory, when we are confronted
vittl grave erieea in BerUn aDd Soutbeut A81&, wilen

8De1'1i- to ecol1Olllic recovery and atabilit,.,

wben

we are dfJ'lOt.1Dg Ou"

we are asking "servina

t.o 18.e th.e1r baa.e and famiUea for montlla on end and. aerv1ccaen t.o ri8k
t.betr Uyea -

four were killed in tbe lut two dqa in V1d N-. -

aDd

Uk1ng union Jl8llbera to hold. dow their wase increase., at a tiM wilen

restraint and aacr1.f1oe. are being aaked ot wery oitizen, the Aurican people
v1U find it hard, as I do, to acoept a aituation in vll10b a tiDy' i:aand£ul of

neel executives who•• punu1t of pr1VaM povel"

and profit emeeda tha1r sense

of publ1c reeponaibiUty can show ncb utter contempt .for the tnt.ereata of
185 million AMrioaNI.

If tb1a riA in tbe coat ot steel is 1m1tated. by tbe rest of the
irlduetry, 1.D8tead of Naoinded, it wo11ld increase the coat of boaee, auto.,

appl.1ucea, and

lIOn

"".rr Aael"ican taiq. It would increase
everr American buainealilUdl aM farmer.

other it.a tor

the coat of machinery and tools to

1.Arr..-CIO New, April 14, 1962, p. 5

so
It would seriously handicap our efforts to prevent an inflation817 spiral from
eating up the pensiOns of our older citizens, and our new gains in purchasing
power.

It would add, Sea. MoNamara infonued me this morning, an estimated
$1 billion to the oost of our defenses at a time wen every dollar is needed
for national security and other purposes.

It would make it more difficult

for Amerioan goods to compete in foreign markets, lUore difficult to withstand
oompetition from. foreign imports, and thus more diffioult t.o improve our
balance of payments position, and stem the flow of gold.

And it is necessary

to stem it for our national security, if we are going to pay for our ocmua1tm.ents abroad. And it would surely handioap our efforts to induce other
indUBtries and unions to adopt responsible prioe and wage polioies.
The facts of the matter are that t.here is no justification for an
increase in steel prices.

The recent settlement between the industry and the

union, wb10h does not even take place untU July 1, was widely acknowledged
to be non-inflationary, and the whole purpose and effect of this Administration
role, which both parties understood, WAe to achieve an agreEment which would
make unnecessary any increase in prices.
Steel output per man is rising so fast that labor coste per ton of
steel oan actually be expected to decline in the next. 12 months.

And in

fact, the Acting Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics infOl'l1led
this morning that, and I quote:

DltJ

"Employment coste per unit of steel outpu:t

in 1961 were easential17 the same as they were in 1958."
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j

The cost of the major raw materials, steel scrap and coal, has also
been declining and for an industry which has been generally operating at less
than two-thirds of capacity, its profit rate has been normal and can be expected to rise sharply this year in viow of the reduction in idle capacity.

Their

lot has been easier than that of 100,000 steelworkers thrown out of work in
the last three years.

The industry's cash dividends have exceeded $600

million in each of the last five years, and earnings in the first quarter of
this year were estilnated in the Feb. 28 Wall street Journal to be among the
highest in history. '
In short, at a time when they could be exploring now much more
efficient and better prices could be obtained, reducing prices in this
industry in recognition of lower costs, their unusually good labor contract,
their foreign competition and their increase in production and profits which
are coming this year, a few gigantic corporations have decided to increase
prices in ruthless disregard of their public responsibilities.
The Steelworkers Union can be proud that it abided by its responsibilities in this agreement I and this government also has responsibilities
which we intend to meet.

The Department of Justice and the Federal Trade

Commission are examining the significance of this action in a free, competitive
economy.

The Department of Defense and other agencies are reviewing its

impact on their poliCies of procurement and I am infonned that steps are under
way by those members of the Congress who plan appropriate inquiries into how
these price decisions are so quicklY made and reached, and what legislative
safeguards may be needed to protect the pDbUc interest.

S2
Price and wage decisions in this country, except for very limited
restrictions in the case of monopolies and national emergency strikes, are
and ought to be freely and privately made, but the 1.merican people have a
right to expect, in return for that freedom, a higher sense of business
responsibility for the welfare of their country than has been shown in the
last two days.
Some time ago I asked each American to consider what he could do
for his country and I asked the steel companies.
their answer.

In the last

24

hours we had

'I
II'

$3

APPENDIX B

STATEMENT OF' AFL-CIO PRESIDENT MEANY
ON THE STEEL PRICE INCREASEl
U. S. Steel's annOWlCelnent of a

of 3.5 per cent

'fJ> per ton price boost -- a rise

-- is the most recent example of the flagrant abuse of vast

economic power by the dOminant, price-leading corporation in a key industry.
It represents a further step by the top corporate executives of this Rlajor
industry to increase profits on each ton of steel, at the expense of their
customers and the entire nation.
Neither supply-and-demand nor cost factors can explain this
price-gouging action, which i8 a direct affront to the federal gover1'llllent and
the American people.

There are no steel shortages or pressures on the

industry's productive capacity.

Instead there are large inventories, idle

p1antsand machines, decUning orders and production schedules.

From an

operating rate of only 80 per cent in recent weeks, the present drop in
operations is expected to bring production schedules down to about 60 per cent
of productive capacity in June.
The recently negotiated improvements in fringe benefits, with no

wage increases, will result in a rise of 2 per cent - 2.5 per oent in the
hour'll" compensation of the ateel industry' 8 production and maintenance
liOrkers below the industry's paoe of rising productivity.
lSourcel

AFL-CIO News" April

14, 1962,

p.

5.

These results were

$4
hailed as clearly non-inflationary. and well within the bounds of reasonable
stable unit emplo,ment costs. by President Kennedy and his economic advisors.
Instead of cutting prices on a selective basis to improve the
indust17's competitive position in world markets and against substitute
products at home, U. S. Steel chose to demonstrate its power.

The cOrpi:-

ration's action of Apr. 10, 1962 is the most recent in a series of pricegouging unconscionable abuses of its dominant position in a key industry that
lacks effective price competition.

The power of government and of our entire society is now being
tested by the economic might of a corporate giant and a major industry.
test must not go unanswered.

This

The spotlight of public attention must quicklT

be placed on all the details of this corporate abuse of economic might.

The

very future of a free economy in America requires a direct and responsible
public investigation of this action by federal agencies and the Congress,
the representatives of the American people.
At its Fourth Constitutional Convention last December, the II..FL-CIO
declared:

"The pricing policies of the dominant corporations in key indus-

tries, in which prices are administered, preseat a potential threat to the
price level and to sustaining a fast pace of econcmdc growth. • • • The
administered price formulas of the dominant oorporations in major industries
are set to produce profits at low-level operations and there is little ino.·U.ve for such industries to follow polioies that aim for maximum production
rates in a rapidly expanding economy.

In addition, price rises by such

industries could establish the pretext for restriotive government measures.

)5
"To curb these potential dangers from the pricing policies of the
dominant corporations in major administered-price industries, the spotlight
of public attention is needed.

Only the federal. goveranent

agencies. congressional cOl1ll1ittees or both -

-

federal

can adequately focus public

attention on the facts of the cost-price-investment policies of these corporations, in an attempt to curtail their price-raising ability.1I
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